
 
Liver Pool Rummy

Round Cards Going For Counts As Points

1 9 2 SETS 3 through 9 +5
2 9 1 SET / 1 RUN 10 through King +10
3 9 2 RUNS Aces +20
4 9 3 SETS 2’s +20
5 12 2 SETS / 1 RUN Jokers +50
6 12 2 RUNS / 1 SET Rummy +25
7 12 3 RUNS

DECK OF CARDS: Use 2 decks of face cards mixed together for up to 4 players adding another deck for each 
additional 1-2 players.
OBJECTIVE: Each player is trying to get rid of all their cards.
RUN: a run is at least 3 consecutive cards from the same suit, a wild card may substitute any card.
SET: a set is at least 3 of the same card (suit does not effect this in fact you may have 2 of the exact cards in the 
set), a wild card ma substitute any card.  
DIRECTIONS: Deal each player the amount of cards indicated placing the top card from the deck as a discard pile. 
The player to the left of the dealer goes first. With each players turn they must do one of three things: 1)choose a 
card from the discard pile, 2)choose a card off the top of the deck, or 3)discard at least one card onto someones 
hand. Once a player has what they are “GOING FOR” they will lay it in front of them and (anyone has access to 
discard onto their hand). After they do this that same player has the opportunity to discard any other extra cards in 
their hand onto any other players cards they have laid out in front of them. The first player to lay out won’t have the 
opportunity to do this until another player has discarded their “GOING FOR” cards or laid out their hand in front of 
them. Once someone has laid cards out in front of them you have access to add to their cards or use their cards as 
long as you leave at least 3 cards together. Example: Only after you have “GONE OUT” you can do this…There is 
a set of 4 10’s and you need one of the 10’s to mach a suit you have that is the same.  On your turn you grab the 
10 and add it to your two cards that match up and make a new set or run.
WILD CARDS: You can replace wild cards with the original card or in the case of a set you may add another card 
and take the wild to use elsewhere but, you must use the wild card on the same turn in someones hand. In other 
words you can not take it and put in back in your hand.
ROUND: The round is over when any player discards their last card. Then each player may have one more turn to 
finish up the round. 
POINTS: At the end of each round count up cards and keep track of each players points. 
NOTE: Every player moves on to the next round whether they get what they are “GOING FOR” or not.
BUYING A CARD: During the game their may be a card discarded by someone that you may want or need. You 
can buy that card by saying out loud, “I want to buy that card”. If you are the next player in line then you grab that 
card and one additional card off the top of the deck and then play your turn as usual. If you are not the next player 
you need to check with each player ahead of you going in order from the person who played it around the circle to 
you making sure they don’t want to purchase it. If they want to buy it you are out of luck, they grab the card along 
with an additional card off the top of the deck and the game resumes on. 
RUMMY POINTS: If you discard a card that could have been played on another persons hand (cards that have 
been laid in front of them) and if someone catches you they call out RUMMY and you have to add 25 points to your 
score.
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